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NBL PROMOTER REBATE FORM
This form is for use by any current NBL tournament Promoter that has signed an agreement with the NBL to be part of the NBL
Promoter Rebate Program. With proper use of this form a participating Promoter (in any year that they are an NBL Promoter) will
be entitled to retain 50% of all monies spent by their students in pre-registration (with certain stipulations - see below) at other
participating NBL Promoters’ NBL tournaments. For a list of participating NBL tournament Promoters check the NBL website
(nblskil.com) or with the NBL offices. Any NBL Promoter’s personal competition fees (minus any extra charges, i.e., coaches
pass, video pass, etc.) are to be 100% complimentary as well. Promoters cannot compete in their own conference(s) however (see
NBL Tournament Promoter’s Agreement).

There shall be no excuses for not explicitly adhering to the “Absolute Requirements” and “Directions” below. All 
decisions in disputes shall be decided by the NBL Offices without rebuttal.

ABSOLUTE REQUIREMENTS - All the following criteria MUST be met for the hosting NBL Promoter to honor this rebate.
1. All the NBL Promoter’s students listed on this form MUST:

a) Be your present active students at your own school (of one address). They cannot be the students of one of your 
affiliates or students of your own students that own or operate their own affiliated school, nor can they be school team
members from other schools.

b) Be living within 80 miles of your school or be a student that is presently away attending college.
c) Have received their present rank at your school and been your student for at least three months.

2. All students listed on this form can be a blackbelt or under blackbelt. 
3. All students’ pre-registration forms, player cards and all monies due for each student listed on this form, along 

with a copy of this form, must be sent in one package by you to the hosting NBL Tournament Promoter on or before 
fourteen (14) days prior to the starting day of the tournament and be post-marked as such. NO EXCEPTIONS. (This date
supercedes any pre-registration date set forth by the tournament Promoter in any of their advertising).

4. A copy of this Rebate Form must also be emailed on or before fourteen (14) days prior to the starting day of the 
tournament to the NBL offices at info@nblskil.com and the Instructor must keep a copy of this form. NO EXCEPTIONS.

5. The NBL Promoter’s students’ fees to be paid will be at the tournament lowest advertised pre-registration price regardless
of any earlier deadlines set forth by the host Promoter.

DIRECTIONS Check (√) as completed

___ 1. List each student you have pre-registered that qualifies for the rebate.
___ 2. Check (√) if they are BB or UBB.
___ 3. Write total amount of money spent by each of your students as listed on their pre-registration form (minus any purchase

of material objects such as T shirts). This includes registration, spectator fees, coaches passes, video passes, finals seating,
etc. Total at bottom and figure the 50% amount. You keep that 50% total and remit 50% to the hosting tournament Promoter.

___ 4. The number listed on this rebate form before the name of each competitor should be written at the top right hand corner
of each of the competitor’s tournament pre-registration form for quick reference.

___ 5. Email a copy of this  form to NBL office at info@nblskil.com (JPEG or PDF ONLY) and keep a copy for your records.

Students Name BB UBB Amt $ Spent Students Name BB UBB Amt $ Spent

1 . 16 .

2 . 17 .

3 . 18 .

4 . 19 .

5 . 20 .

6 . 21 .

7 . 22 .

8 . 23 .

9 . 24 .

10 . 25 .

11 . 26 .

12 . 27 .

13 . 28 .

14 . 28 .

15 . 30 .

Total Spent $ .50% of Total Kept = ____________________    50% Total Submitted  = ____________________

Instructor’s Name __________________________________________________________________________ Date _____/ ______/ ______

Tournament Promoter ____________________________________________________________ Tournament Date _____/ ______/ ______


